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ABSTRACT

THE TERMINAL STRIKE CONTROLLER: THE WEAK LINK IN CLOSE AIR
SUPPORT by MAJ Raymond 0. Knox, USAF, 49 pages.

This monograph is written in three parts. The first part discusses the
history and development of the terminal strike controller, specifically the Forward
Air Controller (FAC) and the Air Liaison Officer (ALO). There have been many
substantive changes since the beginning of our Close Air Support (CAS) experience
in WW II. All too often, however, the wheel has had to be reinvented.

The second section discusses the current situation in regards to terminal
strike control of CAS. The current policy of "by name ALOs" down to battalion
level and the new program of Enlisted Forward Air Controllers (EFAC) are
discussed.

This section concludes with the assertion that today's system of

terminal strike control is good, but not as good as it could be or needs to be.

The third section is devoted to listing some of the shortfalls of the current
system.

The shortfalls are addressed in the physical, cybernetic, and moral

domains. In the physical domain are the effects of terrain, equipment and weapons
effects of the enemy. The cybernetic domain is concerned with the command and
control aspects of terminal stnik

ontrol. The moral domain looks at the recruiting

and training of FACs, ALOs, and EFACs. Some suggestions for alleviating the
problems are offered.
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Glossary
AFAC-Airborne Forward Air Controller, an Air Force pilot flying an observation
or FAC aircraft certified to conduct terminal aif control from his airborne
platform.
Air Reauest Net--a radio net used exclusively for requesting close air support.
Operated by the Air Force ar l monitored by all command levels between
requestor and ASOC, silence on the net is deemed concurrence by levels above
the requestor.
AGOS--Air-Ground Operations School located at Hurlburt Field, FL. Home of the
Joint Firepower Control Course, JFCC.
ALO--Air Liaison Officer, the rated Air Force officer that sits on the Army ground
commanders special staff and advises the commander on the use of tactical air
power. Coordinates the request through the Air Force Air Request Net.
ASOC--Air Support Operations Center, formerly the DASC or Direct Air Support
Center, the focal point for air requests. The ASOC initiates the planning and
coordination necessary to satisfy the CAS request and, in the absence of
disapproval, orders the mission flown.
ASP--Air Support Party, the precursor of the TACP. Created by FM 31-35, April
1942.
ETAC-- enlisted terminal attack controller. A recent development by the Air Force
which, until recently, had considered enlisted members controlling air an
emergency procedure. A selected 275X0 who is specifically trained and certified
by the unit commander to perform the terminal attack control function on a routine
basis.
FAC--Forward Air Controller, an Air Force pilot either on the ground or in a FAC
aircraft that acts as an advisor to the commander in the field (supplemental to the
ALO) on matters concerning CAS, also directs the terminal control of the aircraft

to insure the safety of our own ground troops and the destruction of the
designated target.
GFAC--Ground Forward Air Controller, a rating applied to rated officers
performing the ALO or AFAC functions who are also certified to perform the
terminal attack control function from a ground location utilizing non-airborne
systems and equipment.
JFCC--Joint Firepower Control Course, mandatory school for all ALOs, FACs,
and ETACs.
MlBA--main battle area. Where the bulk of the two opposing forces meet in
combat.
OV-10 (Bronco)--a current FAC aircraft. A dual-seat, propellor-driven aircraft
capable of carrying an air observer with the Pilot.
OA-37 (Dragonfly)-- a current FAC aircraft, a modified Cessna T-37 trainer. A
dual-seat, jet-powered aircraft capable of carrying an air observer with the Pilot.
OA-10 (Thunderbolt ID--the proposed future FAC aircraft, an A-I0 Attack aircraft
capable of carrying the entire range of air delivered ordnance. A single seat
aircraft.
ROMAD--Radio Operator, Maintainer, And Driver. The enlisted member of the
TACP. Recently the acronym lost it's significance when the enlisted personnel
became officially Tactical Air Control Specialists. Sentimental attachment,
however, has caused the name Romad to remain attached to these members of the
TACP.
TACS--Tactical Air Control System, the TACS provides the means by which the air
commander can effectively employ his forces in combat operations
TASS--Tactical Air Support Squadron, the home of AFACs and "by name" ALOs
assigned but not attached to Army Maneuver units.
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TASC--My invention, Terminal Air Strike Controller. Anyone, Army or Air Force,
trained and certified to control the application of CAS.
T=X--Temporary duty status, usually away from home station.
WSQ-Weapons System Officer, a navigator rated officer trained as a crewman in
two-seat tactical fighters. Other than fighter pilots the only other rated officer
allowed to perform ALO duties.
275X0--An Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) used to designate those enlisted
members of the TACP. Known colloquially as ROMADs.

Ill.,

INTRODUCTION

In today's AirLand Battle Doctrine the close integration of land and air
forces is considered an absolute necessity for waging a successful military effort.
This has been recognized since World War II and has provided the basis for
numerous joint planning inititatives, exercises, agreements, and doctrine.
To the Army one of the most visible, and certainly one of the most
important areas that requires direct interface between air and land forces is the
Tactical Air Control System (TACS). The US Air Force TACS coordinates the
tactical air support requirements of the ground commander with the resources of the
Air commander and provides the means to control tactical air operations.

The

TACS also coordinates joint operations with components of other military forces.
The backbone of the TACS is the terminal strike controller--the person who
directs the application of close air support (CAS) against targets at the request of the
Army ground commander. Since World War II the Army Air Corps, and later the
US Air Force, has furnished Air Liaison Officers (ALO), Forward Air Controllers
(FAC), and most recently the Enlisted Thrminal Attack Controller (ETAC) to the
Army ground forces to coordinate the request and delivery of close air support.
The system used today for selecting, training, and utilizing these officers has
naturally evolved since the WW II days, but is still recognizable as the same
system.
FM 100-5, the Army's keystone doctrine manual, and to a lesser extent
AFM 1-1, the Air Force's basic doctrine manual, emphasize the tenets of AirLand
battle and the principles of war. The current system for utilization of FAC/ALOs
violates several of these doctrinal principles and tenets. For instance AFM I-I
states the capabilities of aerospace forces to be responsive, mobile, survivable. 1 On

today's extended battlefield with only one aci~ve Terminal Strike Controller per
battalion the Air Force is hardly responsive to the majority of the main battle area
(MBA) frontage. The mobility of the terminal strike controller is also in doubt; both
the enemy and the terrain throughout the depth of the battle will conspire to reduce
mobility. Lastly, with no redundancy of terminal strike controllers to service an
entire battalion zone, the syste

is not survivable. The highly responsive, mobile,

Airborne FAC (AFAC) is, by nature, a slow moving aerial target and hardly
survivable in today's sophistic ited anti-air arena.
Section one of this paper will examine the history of the terminal strike
controller, specifically the FAC and ALO. Section two will examine the system as
it now exists comparing it with the US Marine Corps system and Soviet system of
close air support. Section three will address the moral, physical, and cybernetic
pluses and minuses of the system as it now exists and some possible solutions to
the deficiencies.
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SECTION 1

HISTORY OF THE TERMINAL STRIKE CONTROLLER

Close Air SLpport (CAS) as we know it today has its roots in the inter-war
years between WW I and WW 1I.

The distinction of being the first to use U.S.

tactical air in support of ground troops on a regular basis goes to the US Marine
Corps during their operations in Nicaragua in 1927. On the first occasion of airground cooperation the Marine pilot landed his aircraft on a road near the ground
forces to get information on the whereabouts of the enemy, then took off again and
delivered his ordnance as directed by the ground commander. 2 Other means for
transmitting information to the pilot were experimented with such as signal panels
and smoke, but until radios could be made small enough and rugged enough to
accompany ground troops and be installed in aircraft, the Marines had taken CAS
coordination to its limit.
The first use of radio controlled CAS and coincidentally the first Air Liaison
Officer (ALO) was seen in 1936 during the Spanish Civil War. Colonel Wolfram
von R;:.htofen, cousin of the famous "Red Baron" of WW I fame, was Chief of
Staff for the German Condor Legion, fighting on the side of the Nationalists. A
lack of Nationalist artillery tubes prompted von Richtofen to try using some
otherwise obsolete He-51 fighter planes as flying artillery. 3 Coordination problems
occurred early in :he experiment, often causing German aviators to complain that
friendly infantry did not press the attack after the air preparation of the target.
Placement of an air liaison officer, equipped with a radio, near the front eased these
problems and made the application of air power much more flexible. In one case,
following an aerial bombardment, the advancing infantry found the enemy had
4
surrendered without a fight.
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The German and Russian military both carried away valuable lessons about
tactical air support from the Spanish Civil War. The Russians had bombers,
reconnaissance planes, close support planes, ground attack planes and fighters as
good or better than those of the Germans when Hitler turned on them in 1941
(unfortunately, following the Stalinist purge there was little corporate memory on
how to use them). Among the lessons learned during the Spanish Civil War that
were to become the cornerstone for Hitler's Blitzkrieg were: the use of bombing to
replace the traditional pre-offensive artillery barrage, the employment of close
support aircraft to shatter enemy morale and to disrupt defensive deployments, the
use of dive bombers in breaching fortifications or against individual strong points,
the use of air to ground radio, and the air liaison stationed with the front line
troop.5 The United States military would learn these same lessons in the course of
WWII.
In the United States, the interwar years saw Army Air Corps doctrine
developed along conventional lines with the Air Forces as organic or in direct
support of ground units. Army Training Regulation 440-15, dated 1926, and its
1935 revision clearly stated that tactical operations took precedence over strategic
operations. 6 The fledgling Air Force, however, advocated the doctrine set forth by
Douhet, Mitchell and Trenchard. The proper role for the Air Force, according to
these doctrinal pioneers, was strategic bombardment. 7 This was a mission that
neither the Navy nor the Army ground forces could conduct. As a result of the
impact of the strategic emphasis the US entered the war with the 13- 17, the best long
range bomber of its time. Unfortunately, the mentality created by these prophets of
strategic bombardment had a definite impact on air-ground cooperation during the
pre- and early WW H years. During the Louisiana VIII Corps maneuvers (1942)

4

tactical aviation was in such a state that only 263 aircraft were operational out of a
combined table of organization strength of 753.8
WW II saw the Army Air Corps expand at a phenomenal rate. On June
20th, 1941 the Army Air Forces (AAF) was created and in 1942 the War
Department made the Army Air Forces coequal in status with the Army Ground
Forces. 9

The role of the Air Support Party (ASP), the forerunner of today's

Tactical Air Control Party, was defined in the 1942 version of FM 31-35, Aviation
In Support Of Ground Forces.10

Despite the expansion of the AAF, tactical

support was largely neglected in favor of the strategic bombing and air superiority
missions.
While the German Blitzkrieg showed what proper air-ground cooperation
could accomplish in a modern war the US entered full tilt into WW II and quickly
discovered that ground identification panels were inadequate to direct modern
aircraft in support of ground forces. In the Pacific Theater air superiority was
usually easy to achieve and maintain and the strategic bombardment of the enemy
was not possible, until 1944, due to the long ranges involved, allowing the tactical
application of airpower to flourish. Also ground targets were generally those that
the Air Force was interested in from the standpoint of obtaining advance bases. As
a result the Pacific theater saw a rapid development of ground support techniques
including a front line "air forward observer" for each Marine Corps regiment. The
idea was borrowed from the Royal Australian Air Force. 1 1 This air forward
observer was not a pilot, but rather an infantry or artillery officer who gave premission briefings to pilots. In the Pacific, by December 1943 a true tactical air
control party was being utilized to control bomber strikes by radio messages direct
to the pilots. 12

5

In the China, Burma, India (CBI) Theater tactical air support evolved in a
similar manner. At first there was a lack of radios that kept the ASP from
conducting any real terminal strike control. The theater commander made do with
what he had. After air superiority had been established it was relatively easy to
construct aerial photo mosaics of the areas directly in front of the friendly troops.
Copies of photos were made with a grid overlaid and distributed to the supported
ground unit and the supporting air organization. When a ground commander ran
into a problem he could not handle he was able to travel or telephone back to the
ground headquarters and have the request passed on directly to the Air
Headquarters representative located near the front. The request would be radioed
back to the air unit along with any special instructions, i.e., "enemy dug in along
north side of clearing, friendly troops 100 meters south". This technique worked
very well on such a static front. Later in the war when radios became more
available US Air Support Parties would accompany the mobile Chinese units and
support the British. These ASPs transported their radios and other equipment on
mules and traveled with the leading elements of the ground forces. 13 With direct
radio communication with the aircraft and grided photo mosaics in lieu of maps, airground cooperation reached its high point in the CBI theater.
On the other side of the globe the US was not advancing its air-ground
cooperation at the same rate. It was the British who led the way in close support
techniques.

In North Africa the British were the first to put a radio in a tank to

control CAS, helping the ground forces to break the Mareth line at the Battle of El
Hamma. 14 Meanwhile during this time Assistant Secretary of War John McCloy
made the following observation concerning close support after a trip to Africa:

"It is my firm belief that the Air Forces are not
interested in this type of work, think it is unsound,
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and are very much concerned lest it result in control of
air units by ground forces. Their interests,
enthusiasm, and energy are directed to different
fields."

15

It was not until the US began its drive to capture Sicily that ground and air
commanders began to work out the practical techniques which would lead to a
workable close support system.
The US methods of controlling close support closely followed the British
example. In the Mediterranean Theater of Operations the Commander of the XIIth
Air Support Command was the driving force behind the plan to optimize tactical airground cooperation in the Fifth Army. 16

For the first time in this theater

experienced US fighter pilots were put into vehicles and taken to the front lines to
control the delivery of tactical airpower for the ground commander. Rover Joe, as
these forward air controllers were nicknamed in Italy, were patterned after their
British counterparts Rover David and Rover Paddy.
Rover Joe was not just a single man, but a team.

The team consisted of 2

Forward Air Controllers (FACs), the Ground Liaison Officer (GLO), and fifteen
enlisted men who supported the operation. Included were drivers, maintenance
men, communications specialists, and cooks. Not every ground maneuver unit had
a Rover Joe attached to it, rather, the teams were reserved for units in areas where
air support of the ground forces was definitely planned. Part of the team would
deploy with the leading army units and maintain radio contact with the GLO. If the
supported unit needed close support, the GLO would relay the information to the
Air Liaison Officer (ALO) who would then contact a waiting flight of aircraft
(normally 4 fighters were sent to the unit in contact every 30 minutes), brief them
on the mission, and allow them to complete the strike. Target marking procedures

7

varied, but were generally colored panels, artillery smoke, or by reference to photo
17
or map sections.

Rover Joe was always an experienced fighter pilot, and often a squadron
leader. Rover Joe was not a highly desired job in the Air Force at that time--but
the Air Force, struggling to separate itself from the ground-forces, was reluctant to
let anyone other than qualified fighter pilots brief pilots in the air.) 8 The duty
rotated through the squadron, and pilots would serve approximately 2 weeks at the
front. Continuity was achieved by rotating only 1 pilot at a time. Coordination was
relatively easy in the more-or-less static Mediterranean Theater. The air-ground
lessons learned in Italy were perfected in the fast paced dash across Europe.
In the confusion of the race across France the closest possible coordination
was needed. The most difficult Army to support was the swiftest of the ground
units, Patton's Third Army.

Maj Gen Elwood Quesada, IXth Tactical Air

Command Commander, and General Omar Bradley agreed to put Air Support
Parties (ASPs) in tanks to cover the armored drive across Europe. This concept
was known as Armored Column Cover. Pilots serving as ALOs aboard tanks
were usually eager to return to the cockpit of their P-47s and P-51s, which they
considered safer.19
The natural complement to the high speed armored advance was the
Airborne Forward Air Controller (AFAC).

Better known by the nickname

"Horsefly", the AFACs were controllers who flew along the front lines in L-5
observation aircraft. With their radios, the AFAC could maintain contact with the
Ground Forward Air Controller (GFAC), the fighters, and the friendly artillery,
making coordination that much easier.

The small observation planes were

particularly vulnerable to enemy ground fire and fighters, were sometimes hard to
find by the friendly fighters, and tended to overload an already strained radio
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network. Their advantages, however, outweighed their drawbacks. The Horsefly:
gave the FAC the same perspective as the fighters, were stationed well forward and
responsive to the needs of the ground commander, could find targets unseen by
ground troops, could locate and warn friendly forward units of obstacles, and lastly
by his very presence Horsefly had a suppressive effect on the enemy. 20 Horsefly
was used successfully in the Mediterranean, European, and CBI Theaters.
When the Korean War erupted in June 1950 the Air Force, a separate
service since 1947, found itself unprepared for the close support mission

The

money necessary to build and train an effective Tactical Air Force had been scarce
in the postwar years, and what money there was went largely to the Strategic Air
Command and the atomic capability of the US. Aircrews, generally speaking, had
not trained for the close support mission. Very few had training at strafing or airto-ground "rocketing", the Air Force, instead, had focused on air-to-air combat. 2 1
22

The Air Force was better prepared on the ground, with six Tactical Air
Control Parties available to the 24th Division when it landed on July 4th. Each
party was headed by a GFAC and possessed a WW II vintage VHF (very high
frequency) radio installed in a jeep. The parties had some training with the 8th
Army through exercises, but generally were not trained and equipped to do the job
of giving troop support.23 The TACPs were organized and equipped under the
1946 Army FM 31-35 because the Air Force had not been able to rewrite all their
doctrine since becoming a separate service.
From the beginning, the nature of the Korean War worked against effective
close support by the TACPs. The rough nature of the terrain made it difficult for
the GFAC to see the enemy, the friendly troops, and the supporting aircraft at the
same time. In the fluid situation of the 24th Division's retrograde to the south, it
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was difficult for the GFAC to "put the fighter pilots eyes on the target" accurately.
The GFAC needed to occupy a vantage point from which he could see the entire
battlefield; unfortunately these positions usually exposed the TACP to enemy
ground fire. In addition to making line-of-sight visibility difficult, the rough
ground over which the GFAC had to drive played havoc with the fragile, old radios
and often served to delay his arrival at a crucial point. The results of the close
support were varied, but generally not very good. If the GFAC was delayed or
unable to control the fighters they often dropped their bombs on targets of lesser
importance. Too, incidences of US aircraft dropping ordnance on friendly troops
were all too common.2 4
The solution to the mobility and visibility problems of the GFAC was
solved with the rebirth of the AFAC. There were no airborne FACS at the outbreak
of hostilities in Korea. Since the end of WW II there had been no AFACs trained,
despite doctrinal writings supporting their use. The "mosquito" FACs, as they
were nicknamed, quickly showed their utility.2 5 The T-6 "Texan" trainer aircraftwas the aircraft of choice among AFACs because of its ability to absorb small arms
damage and evade some of the slower North Korean fighters. To supplement the
newly arrived AFACs the 8th Army provided observers to ride in the rear seat of
the T-6. These officers not only provided expertise in matters concerning ground
maneuver units but also added another pair of eyes to perform reconnaissance and
post strike evaluation.

The utility of having Army observers was so well

demonstrated that at the end of the war each US division had six officers serving
with AFACs. 2 6

When the AFACs were first introduced into the Korean war the pilots were
drawn from the fighter pilot assets already in-country.

By 1953, the job had

evolved from a temporary duty to a little-sought-after assignment. AFACs came
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from all over the Air Force, bombers, fighters, and fresh from pilot training. The
full time AFAC flew his first 20 missions, rotated to a ground FAC position for
approximately 80 days, then returned to the cockpit to finish his total of 100
missions.

27

Doctrinally the Army ground commander would keep his ALO nearby to
request immediate air support missions and the TACPs near the front line units to
direct the arriving fighter aircraft. Unfortunately, the equipment to support this air
request net was not yet in country. To make the system work despite the lack of
equipment, the commander would keep his TACP (and GFAC) nearby to contact
the Mosquito FACs who would, in turn, make contact with the Tactical Air Control
Center and relay the request. Since the GFAC could not be on hand to direct the
strike himself, he would describe the target to the AFAC and let him direct the
strike.

AFACs controlled 93% of the close support missions in the first 18

months of the war and by the end of the war the 6147th Tactical Air Control Group
had received two Presidential Unit Citations and a Korean Presidential Unit
Citation. 28
The techniques of target marking were similar to those of WW I. Such
techniques as, colored panels , artillery smoke, and radio direction (literally talking
the pilots eyes on to the target) from the FAC, were used. The best of these, radio
directions between the FAC and the fighters, was good--but tended to overburden
the UHF radio net, and artillery was often difficult to coordinate. The solution was
was found by mounting aerial rocket dispensers on the FAC aircraft, loaded with
white phosphorus (WP) aerial rockets. This innovative technique of aerial marking
was a big help to units conducting close operations. Eventually, however, enemy
• ground fire directed at the annoying FAC aircraft drove them to higher and higher
altitudes, diminishing their capabilities to find the enemy.
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Despite their efforts the US Air Force drew criticism from the Army, the
press, and the government. It was pointed out that Marine tactical air support was
much superior to that of the USAF. According to one Army General:

"During the period 19 September to 20
December 1950 Close Air Support of this division
was furnished almost exclusively by the Ist Marine
Air Wing...

in 57 days of combat 1,024 sorties

were flown by Marine aircraft (largely in Corsairs) in
close support of the division without a single
casualty among our own troops due to friendly air
action. This record I attribute to the fact that
adequate control was available with front line units.
. The Marine system of control, in my estimation,
approaches the ideal and I firmly believe that a
similar system should be adopted as standard for
Army divisions." 29

Those who criticized the Air Force for its poor showing in the early stages of Korea
in comparison to that of the Marines generally acknowledged that the Air Force did
an excellent job of improvising, but still held that the Marines were the true
professionals in the field.

The Marines, it was felt, considered tactical air an

integral part of their fire plan while the Air Force and Army saw it as a luxury to be
used only on special occasions. It was also noted that Marine TACPs were manned
down to Company level while the USAF, at best, usually only manned their
TACPs down to the Battalion level, then relied heavily on the Mosquitos to do the
actual controlling of air strikes. 30 The Air Force would hear these same
complaints, and others, during the war in Vietnam.
Following the Korean War the tactical air control system was once again
allowed to fall into a state of doctrinal disrepair. The Mosquito FAC squadrons
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were decommissioned and once again the AFAC did not exist except on paper.
President Eisenhower's strategy of massive retaliation depended upon powerful,
long range nuclear forces. The tactical air forces suffered once again under fiscal
restraint as the Strategic Air Command became the cornerstone of the USAIF. Even
the tactical forces in being, the F-100 Super Saber and the F-105 Thunderchief,
were both trained in a nuclear delivery mode.
In 1957, as a result of of exercises conducted to study joint air-ground
procedures, the Tactical Air Command and the Army's Continental Army
Command published their Joint Air Ground Operations. The Joint Air Ground
Operations System (JAGOS) that resulted was essentially the close support
operating system with which we entered the Vietnam War. This system proved to
be too unwieldy to support a limited war such as we found ourselves involved
with. In 1965, by which time the USAF had been operating in Vietnam for 4
years, the Chiefs of Staff of the Air Force and the Army agreed to an improved airground system that in some ways was si.rilar to that of the US Marine's. The Air
Force agreed to provide TACPs from battalion level up to Field Army and
immediate requests for CAS were transmitted directly from the TACP to the Direct
Air Support Center (today's Air Support Operations Center) in hopes of creating a
more responsive system. 31
Some of the same problems encountered in Korea once again surfaced in
Vietnam. The GFAC could not cover the entire battalion area. It was impossible
for the GFAC to be everywhere at once and in the guerrilla style, small unit action
war, there was no predicting where the enemy would strike next. Under the triple
canopy jungle the GFACs visibility was reduced to a few meters and he could not
see the supporting fighter aircraft to direct them to the targets. Target marking
smoke, by the time it penetrated the thick triple canopy, was so diffused as to be
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unusable for a precise reference. The AFAC was clearly needed, and once again
the Air Force was unprepared.
In testimony before the US House of Representatives Special Subcommittee
on Tactical Air Support (Sept-Oct 1965) the deficiencies of USAF close support
and the TACS was brought out.
"...it seems strange to the subcommittee that

the Air Force should claim as a new tactic and a new
technique developed in Vietnam, a technique which
had been used in Korea [AFAC], and it seems even
stranger that the Air Force had to go to the Army in
order to get the planes required to do the job which
the Air Force pilots described as necessary." 32

The AFAC, once in theater, proved to be invaluable to the USAF air-ground
system. So successful, in fact, that there were not enough qualified fighter pilots to
man numbers of FAC aircraft demanded by the situation. Regulations called for the
AFAC to have at least one year experience in fighters and to attend both the combat
operations specialist course and the basic FAC course at the USAF Air-Ground
Operations School (AGOS). The requirement for an experienced fighter pilot
strained the AF personnel system. One solution was to send young graduates of
pilot training to a short course in aerial gunnery flying modified T-33 trainers,
making them "fighter qualified FACs". Still, the overwhelming number of AFACs
needed could not be provided. To solve the manning problem the Air Force created
the B/FAC to supplement the pool of experienced fighter pilots. These FACs were
non-fighter pilot qualified and restricted to supporting non-US units and flying
Strike Control and Reconnaissance (SCAR) missions where the pilot actually
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searched for the enemy by himself. By the end of 1966 there were 250 FACs in
33
South Vietnam alone.

Criticism was once again leveled at the Air Force system of tactical air
support. Generally the critics agreed the Air Force was trying to do a good job, but
accused the Air Force of placing the direct support of Army units on too low a
priority. Critics were quick to point out the success of the Marine system when
compared to that of the Air Force. Where the Air Force placed GFACs down to
battalion level the Marines placed GFACs down to company, and even patrol level.
The Marine close support aircraft, the A-1 Skyraider, was clearly the best CAS
aircraft in theater, and the USAF had to get their

A-Is from the Navy. The Air

Force had never bought an aircraft specifically for the CAS mission, preferring
instead multi-role, high-speed fighters. The Navy and Marines, on the other hand,
developed the A-7 Corsair and the A-6 Intruder, both with close support in mind.34
The latest historical development in the terminal strike control arena was the
addition of the enlisted terminal attack control (ETAC) program. Prior to 1986
(except for program verification) the AF had restricted the terminal control of close
support missions to ALOs, AFACs and GFACs, who by definition and doctrine
were rated (pilot/weapon system officer) officers. As a result of rated manpower
shortages and a need for more qualified terminal air strike controllers the AF
instituted a training program for selected enlisted members of TACPs. Though
problems have surfaced with the program, primarily related to training, initial
response from the field have been favorable. 35
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SUMMARY
The concept of close air support for ground maneuver forces traces its
beginnings to the pre-WW II years.

Doctrinally, the Air Force gives its first

priority to air superiority, and this is understandable since air superiority is
necessary for successful prosecution of all other air missions. However, since
before WW II the Air Force has been loathe to devote resources to the close
support role. Each war has found the AF unprepared to successfully prosecute its
close support mission. Funding has been a perennial problem, but faulty doctrine
has also played a role in keeping close support from getting the attention it
deserved.
The FACs themselves have performed well, despite the lack of training
emphasis and oftentimes antiquated equipment. The FACs providing armored
column cover allowed Patton to dash across France in WW H. The Mosquito FAC
in Korea with its dogged determination and responsiveness virtually stopped
daylight movement along enemy lines. In Vietnam the AFAC was the key link to
successful CAS by the USAF and two FACs were awarded the Medal of Honor.
The Air Force, in the recent years, has become more aware of its role in
close support devoting more resources to CAS and placing increased emphasis oi,
the role of the FAC. Today's Tactical Air Control System evolved from that used
in WW II, Korea, and Vietnam, but has undergone significant changes.
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Section 2
Where We Are Today

The USAF entered the 1980s with a firm commitment to provide the Army
with the best possible service from its Tactical Air Control System. TACPs were
assigned to Army corps, division, brigade and battalion levels. Their purpose was
to advise and assist the ground commander, request and coordinate tactical air
support, and meet other related air support requirements of the individual ground
force echelon. These TACPs were manned, however, only down to the brigade
level with ALOs; FACs were not normally stationed on Army posts. FACs, all
qualified pilots, were centralized at Air Force bases under the control of a Tactical
Air Support Squadron (TASS).
As an example, in 1982 at Ft. Lewis, Washington, the Ist US Corps (I
Corps) was supported by Detachment 6 of the 602nd Tactical Air Control Wing.
The senior Air Force Officer on post, an Air Force Colonel from the 602nd Tactical
Air Control Wing, was the Senior Air Liaison Officer to the I Corps commander.
The Commander of Detachment 6, a Lt. Col., was Senior ALO for the 9th Infantry
Division. Each of the three brigades of the 9th ID had one Air Force Major or
Captain as the brigade ALO and enough equipment and enlisted "ROMADs" (radio
operator, maintainer, and driver) to support two TACPs. These three brigade
ALOs were the only habitually associated officers assigned to the brigades--and by
regulation the ROMADs in the TACPs were not allowed to control air strikes by
themselves.
There were no FACs on hand at Ft. Lewis. Usually the brigade ALO
would handle routine CAS terminal strike control during joint training. When
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FACs were needed to conduct terminal strike control they were furnished on a
temporary basis (TDY) to Ft. Lewis from a TASS as far away as North Carolina.
The remainder of the detachment consisted of a Reconnaissance Liaison Officer, an
Airlift Liaison Officer, an administrative officer, and several enlisted maintenance
personnel.

36

In 1984 the Chief of Staff of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Air
Force signed a memorandum of agreement to further Air Force-Army cooperation
on the battlefield. A portion of this memorandum, Initiative 25, focused directly on
the crucial liaison and strike control functions of the TACS, specifically the ALOs
and FACs. 37
Initiative 25 proposed study and action in at least two areas of TACP
improvement. First, both services agreed upon the need for improved training in
maneuver unit operations for ALOs and FACs. Second, the two services agreed to
conduct an in-depth review of FAC operations and TACP structure. This review
focused on improving the mobility of the GFAC by augmenting the TACP with an
Army helicopter and on supplementing the battalion FACs with non-rated officers.
For the first time the two services agreed that other than a rated pilot could act as a
FAC.
This review was the catalyst for some much needed change in the FAC/ALO
force structure and brought us to where we are today.

In the Tactical Air

Command,1986 became "the year of the TACS". A five-year, multi-million dollar
enhancement program to modernize the TACS was begun. The aged Mk-107/108
communications jeeps began being replaced by the Army's Highly Mobile
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) and 140 new manpower positions
38
appeared "on the books" to meet the Army of Excellence growth.
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Training was emphasized during the "year of the TACS":

the Joint

Firepower Control Course was tailored for ALOs; an ALO Orientation Training
Program was created by the host Army unit; Battle Staff Courses were offered to
the Division and Brigade ALOs; the Air Force Squadron Commanders Course was
offered to selected TACP detachment commanders; and an enhanced TACP ground
training regulation and a new TACP Standards/Evaluations (Stan/Eval) Program
were both published.

To complete the TACP modernization program:
"a new concept of operations is being developed. The
TACAIR [tactical air] advisory function at the
battalion level will continue to be accomplished by a
tactically qualified rated officer called the Battalion
ALO.

This Battalion ALO will remain a qualified

Ground Forward Air Controller (FAC). The Battalion
Close Air Support Control Team will consist of the
Battalion AL0, the Certified Terminal Attack
Controller (275X0 NCO)

[275X0 is the AF

occupational specialty identifier], and the Airborne
FAC. Any member of the team can provide terminal
attack control alone or in concert with other team
members. "39

These Battalion ALOs, normally ranging in rank from 2nd Lt. to Captain,
will ,not be stationed on Army posts.

They will, however, be designated "by

name" to the Army's 225 active and reserve maneuver battalions. The Battalion
ALO will continue to be centrally located at TASSs and will be attached on a TDY
basis during major exercises. 4 0 The Battalion ALO will spend approximately 45
days per year with his designated Army maneuver unit and will perform primarily
41
an advisory role for the Battalion Commander.
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The ETAC will remain with the battalion full time. This individual will, for
the remainder of the year (when the ALO is not present) be the battalion
commander's link to the Air Force. Because of the amount of time spent with the
maneuver unit, the ETAC will assume a great deal of the responsibility of the
liaison and advisory duties of the ALO as well as their primary terminal air strike
control duties. As a result those enlisted members of the TACP chosen to become
ETACs will necessarily meet stringent requirements.
Currently ETACs in the Tactical Air Command (TAC) are required, at a
minimum, to be an NCO (rank of E-4 or above), have at least one year in the field
performing TACP duties, attend the NCO track Joint Firepower Control Course, be
certified by the unit commander as Mission Ready in accordance with TAC
Regulations, and meet regular recurrency and Stan/Eval requirements.4 2 Of the 125
ETACs needed by the Tactical Air Command 78% of the positions are filled with
certified Mission Ready personnel as of Oct 88. Worldwide the goal is to produce
225 ETACs, or one per active duty and reserve maneuver battalion4 3
While the Air Force and Army have made substantial doctrinal changes to
the way tactical air support is conducted, the USMC, by way of contrast has
remained essentially stable doctrinally. Since WW II critics of the USAF/Army
system of close support have compared it to the Marine concept. Marine aviation,
they say, is dedicated to the close support mission and their tactical air control
system is geared with that in mind.
In Korea the Marine system, as noted in the previous section, was said to
outperform that of the Air Force by both the press and members of congress. Army
spokespeople, while acknowledging the job done by the Air Force, were quick to
point out the more responsive nature of the Marine TACS and the higher degree of
control exercised by Marine TACPs.
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The Marines were also lauded as having a superior close air support system
in Vietnam. During testimony before a congressional committed on close air
support in 1965, the Marine system of command and control was praised. Unlike
the Air Force, their GFACs were assigned down to company level for greater
responsiveness and occasionally the GFACs accompanied Marine patrols down to
platoon level. Marine AFACs worked in helicopters rather than fixed wing aircraft
in order to maintain a closer sense of the current ground situation."
The current Marine field manual on close support, FMFM 5-4, Offensive
Air Support, calls for TACPs at two levels--regiment and division TACPs and
battalion TACPs. The principal difference between the two:
".".......is that the battalion TACP has two forward air control
parties, while the regimental and division TACPs have none.
......... the battalion TACPs are composed of 3 officers and
12 enlisted communication personnel ............ the two FAG
parties generally accompany the frontline companies of the
45
battalion during all phases of the amphibious operation."
[emphasis mine]
By way of comparison, the Air Force Battalion TACP is composed of one
AF Officer and one ETAC. An AFAC may be assigned on an "as needed"
basis.
Foreign military TACPs are pretty much similar to that of the US. Both the
Germans and the Soviets took valuable lessons away from the Spanish Civil War
and applied them to WW II. The German success with CAS during their famous
Blitzkrieg operations was no more successful than that of the Soviets in the latter
part of the war. For example during the Petsamo-Kirkenes Operation, 1-3 October,
1944, the Soviets launched a massive close support operation:
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"A liaison officer with communications equipment was
attached to the command post of each rifle division in the
main attack to aid in directing close air support strikes. An
additional liaison officer was attached to the tank forces of
46
each corps."
Today the Soviets tactical air control system utilizes a FAC, called a
"forward air director" and have organizations similar in most respects to our TACPs
called "air task groups". The air task group, like our TACP, advises the ground
commander on the use of air resources, transmits air support requests from the
commander to supporting air divisions, maintains communication with and control
of aircraft in the battle area, and transmits aerial reconnaissance information to the
ground commander.47
At the division level the air task group is divided into two radio-linked units,
one located with the division commander and the other with the chief of staff.
While it is rare in the Soviet Army to find an air representative in a ground force
battalion, a forward air director, like the US ALO, may be assigned when combat
helicopters are providing air support in a particularly important or difficult
operation. Normally the battalion commander has no direct communication with the
air support resources. 48

SUMMARY

The current tactical air control system in use by the Air Force has evolved
over the last few years into the most effective close support system in our military
history. The emphasis on excellence begins at the Chief of Staff level and has
manifested itself in a doctrinally enlarged, better equipped air support system. The
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system of by-name assignments of battalion ALOs and the certification of ETACs
has put more GFAC qualified personnel than ever before in the main battle area.
Although today our TACPs are more versatile, responsive, and better
trained than ever before there are still inherent problems and room for improvement.

The next section will examine these shortcomings.
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Section 3
Shortfalls In The Current System

The widespread results of recent changes to the TACP structure have
contributed only slightly to the overall effectiveness of the Tactical Air Control
System. These changes were made as a result of increased emphasis from the
highest levels of the Air Force and Army to improve the system. As in any
organization, when pressure is applied from the "boss" to get things done, it is
possible for quality to be sacrificed for speed.

This is especially true in

organizations, such as the US military, where key personnel rotate rapidly through
jobs every few years or even months.
Coupled with this rapid turnover in personnel is the desire to finish a project
as quickly as possible because of perceptions that efficiency ratings are tied to
successful project completion. For the military officer it is either "up or out", and
no one wants to be left behind. Perhaps as a result of this tendency in human
nature to want results now the underlying cause of the problems was missed in
favor of immediate, less substantive fixes. For whatever reason, despite changes to
the system, the terminal air strike control function of the TACS is not as good as it
could be.
According to Air Force Manual 1-1, fundamental to understanding
warfighting principles is the recognition of three essential factors--man, machine,
and environment. 49 To properly examine the shortfalls in today's terminal strike
control capability we will expand upon these and focus upon the three "domains" of
battle, physical, cybernetic, and moral.
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THE PHYSICAL DOMAIN

The physical domain is made up of the effects of technology, logistics and
terrain. Technologically the USAF Tactical Air Control Party is second to none.
The radio suite mounted on the TACP's vehicle consists of HF, VHF, UHF, and
FM radios--all capable of simultaneous use. Coupled to this impressive array of
radios is secure transmission capability and the latest anti-jam technology. These
radios can be mounted on a jeep, a HMMWV, or an armored personnel carrier.
Additionally the TACP has access to a wide variety of back-portable radios with
similar capabilities. The TACP can theoretically communicate around the world,
but in reality the capability is much more restricted.
Both the enemy and the effects of terrain will conspire to decrease the
TACP's radio range. A fact of life about radios is that most are line-of-sight
transmitters and receivers. An intervening hill mass or dense foliage will degrade
most radios. The HF radio, with world wide capability, is the most susceptible to
the effects of weather and atmospheric interference. Too, on today's battlefield the
enemy will not willingly concede unimpeded radio communications. The electronic
signature of the TACP is large and easily targeted, and despite the high-tech antijam radios, the TACP is very susceptible to jamming from the enemy. But these
are problems faced by every radio user, friend and foe alike--more important for us
is the impact of terrain, in the form of time and distance, on the limited TACP
resources.
Today we suffer from the same problem as during the Korean War--the
numbers of terminal air strike controllers (TASCs) available are insufficient to cover
the entire front. With the increase of lethality and range of nearly all weapons
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systems the typical depth and frontage of a modem mechanized battalion has
increased proportionately. The threat of nuclear weapons effects also demands a
more widely dispersed battlefield.50
In a typical battalion there are two individuals doctrinally capable of
controlling air strikes, the ALO and the ETAC. Because of the nature of the
system, the ALO will probably be co-located with the Battalion Commander,
behind the line of contact, performing his liaison and advisory function. This
leaves the one permanently assigned ETAC to control air strikes over the entire
battalion frontage. CAS is highly flexible, and can hit where needed--will the
GFAC be there to control the CAS?

The nature of terrain in most areas of the

world will not allow only one controller to cover an entire battalion frontage. Even
if both TASCs were present on the line to control the air strike, it would require a
great deal of movement to be in the right place at the correct time. By the time he
gets in position, it could well be too late.

This problem was noted in a

Commanders Memorandum from the National Training Center.
"There is a dilemma inherent in having only one
ground FAC with a battalion task force. He frequently
needs to be in two places at one time--with the commander
and FSO [fire support officer] coordinating fire support and
maneuver and at a vantage point directing aircraft to their
target. Sometimes these two functions can be performed at
the same location but often they cannot .... FSOs, company
officers, and scouts must know how to give final approach
instructions to A-10 pilots. "5 1

Perhaps the most significant factor is the lack of redundancy in the terminal
strike control system. Without a doubt the TACP has a distinctive electronic
"signature".

When located alongside command and control elements or target
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marking agencies such as artillery and mortar forward observers, the TACP
becomes a veritable antenna farm and a. highly lucrative target for the opposing
forces. With only two controllers per battalion the loss of only one system could be
catastrophic. Even if the TACP personnel survive, the radios are irreplaceable.
The only USAF CAS aircraft capable of talking on FM radio, the Army's system,
-t this time is the A-10. If other aircraft arrive such as the F-16 or F-4, the Army
Battalion would be unable to communicate with the fighters.
Other factors begin to mount against successful CAS when the TACP is out
of action. If Army personnel did manage to make contact with the supporting
aircraft, most have never controlled an air strike before. Time is critical on today's
mid- and high-intensity battlefields. Because of the lethality of modem anti-aircraft
systems, supporting fighters will not be able to loiter over the battlefield to
communicate with a novice air strike controller.
One answer to the communications problem is the AFAC. The AFAC is
capable of communicating with ground controllers, Army command and control,
and the CAS aircraft. However, the same problems that prevent the CAS aircraft
from remaining overhead prevent the AFAC from flying over the front to control
the strike. In situations where the enemy anti-air threat is high, the AFAC will be
reduced to flying well back of the frontlines and performing the role of an airborne
coordinator--unable to see the targets, and generally out of touch with the ground
situation.
The solutions to these physical problems are not easy, but the problems can
be ameliorated to some extent. Helicopter assets, dedicated to the TACP would
help solve the problems of mobility, flexibility, and radio communications. The
helicopter could deliver the TASC to the correct location, furnish him an elevated
platform from which to assess the situation, and allow him much improved line-of-
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sight communications. Too, the survivability of a helicopter flying nap of the earth
is much greater than that of a fixed wing AFAC aircraft. Another plus for the use
of helicopters would be the coordination of mixed helicopter and fixed wing aircraft
missions (JAAT). JAAT missions synergistically increase the effectiveness of both
the rotary wing and fixed wing assets.
The lack of redundancy caused by such small numbers of TASCs could be
solved by training more terminal air strike controllers. The Air Force could increase
the emphasis on the ETAC training program to increase the numbers, but an even
larger pool of qualified controllers exists in the Army's artillery forward observers
(FO), fire support teams (FIST), and scout helicopters. Air Force Regulation 2-1
states:

"In an emergency situation even though a
qualified FAC is not available, the ground
commander may elect to request an air strike. If he
makes this determination the ground commander
concerned must assume the responsibility for troop
safety. In this situation, an artillery or mortar
Forward Observer (FO) is the preferred substitute for
the FAC for identifying/ marking the target." 52

The terminal control of CAS is, in reality, not particularly difficult once you
have had the opportunity to observe the procedures at close range and ask a few
questions. It would seem logical that any procedure capable of being learned by an
Air Force ETAC could be learned by an Army FO. There is a two-part stumbling
block to this solution, however.
During the initial training the TASC, and to remain truly proficient at
controlling CAS, he must get a chance to practice with actual aircraft on a regular
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basis. With today's constraints on flying hours and flying dollars it does not seem
likely that more sorties will be generated for the express purpose of training Army
personnel to control CAS. Not all the training must occur using live aircraft
however, and even today some informal joint training takes place.
"'Our ALOs spend a lot of time training
Rangers [this article was written about the Ranger
Battalion TACP3 to control air strikes ..... The fire
support teams direct Army artillery, but they must
know how to direct aircraft in case the tac air team is
knocked out on the battlefield."' 5 3

A more efficient training program coupled with creative sortie planning from the Air
Force would go a long way to giving the Army more qualified air strike controllers.
The second stumbling block for having Army controllers lies in the area of
certification. The Air Force is particularly sensitive to this issue. The ETAC must
be "certified" by the Air Force Detachment Commander. This certification can be
revoked for several reasons, among them: failure of periodic Stan/Eval tests, both
written and oral; demonstrated inability to perform the necessary tasks to necessary
standards; and failure to control the requisite number of air strikes during a
specified period, generally quarterly or semi-annually.54 To meet peacetime safety
restrictions and lend overall credibility to an Army TASC program, the Army would
have to accept a similar, if not identical, accreditation program for its terminal strike
controllers.
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THE CYBERNETC DOMAIN

The TACP is not only responsible for controlling CAS but is also
responsible for operating and maintaining the Immediate Air Request Net. The air
request net is based on HF radio communications from the TACP direct to the Air
Support Operations Center (ASOC). The request is made on behalf of the ground
commander and is monitored by the TACP at each echelon above the requestor. At
any level the request can be denied if there are other, organic, assets available to do
the job.
Is the Air Force really needed in the request system? The Air Force runs the
immediate request net, but all requests originate with the Army unit commander.
The TACP above the requestor may deny the request, but only after coordination
with such Army organizations as artillery and attack helicopters to see if they can
accomplish the mission. In Korea, the Army ran the immediate air request net and
critics said the operation was ponderous and tended to bog down under the
increased levels of coordination needed to forward a request. Perhaps the answer
lies with a compromise in the two systems, using the fire support net to request
CAS up to a certain level, then entering an Air Force net. The system, as it is now,
works well enough in peacetime, but during combat the HF radio net will be next to
useless, and the process of having to, coordinate between the Air Force and Army at
every level too time consuming.
Another cybernetic concern is that of current doctrine. TAC Manual 2-1,
the Tactical Air Command's capstone tactical doctrine is dated 15 Aprii 1978--more
than ten years old. In that same amount of time AFM 1-1, Basic Aerospace
Doctrine, and Army FM 100-5, Operations, have each been updated twice. The Air
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Force needs to update its Tactical Doctrine to reflect a greater emphasis on its part in
AirLand Battle Doctrine.

THE MORAL DOMAIN

Everyone is familiar with the saying "The moral is to the physical as three is
to one." This is especially true in the close air support and terminal strike control
arena. Effective terminal strike control will have an effect on not only the physical
battlefield but the morale of the supported ground units. Having responsive CAS to
supplement both direct and indirect fire weapons systems is an effective morale
booster. Conversely, having 500 pound bombs that were expected to be dropped
on the enemy, dropped instead on friendly troop positions has a devastating effect
on morale. The moral aspects of the terminal strike control we will examine here
are the effects of leadership, experience, and commitment.
The leader of the TACP is the Air Liaison Officer. Who are these men
chosen to represent the Air Force in Army Headquarters and on the frontline of
battle? What motivates these men to work in so alien and hostile an environment
so far from the familiar cockpit? What are the requirements to become an ALO or
FAC?
The Tactical Air Command, in its assignment policy as stated in TAC
Regulation 36-3, fills Air Support Liaison and Forward Air Controller positions
with "highly qualified officers", and "whenever possible these officers will be
volunteers" 55 [emphasis mine].
To become an ALO the requirements are simple. According to AFR 36-1,
Officer Personnel/Officer Classification, if you are a qualified weapons system
officer (WSO) you must meet a great many qualifications, none of which are
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extraordinary, and none of which particularly qualify an officer to lead a TACP into
combat. While other requirements that do not relate to the ALO job are mentioned,
knowledge of Army tactics, AirLand Battle Doctrine, or the TACS is not mentioned
at all. 56 To become a FAC the requirements are similar with the added exceptions
of a knowledge of Army tactics and a familiarity with the TACS, also "a minimum
of 1 year's experience is desirable as a pilot of tactical fighter aircraft". 57
Who actually goes to the FAC/ALO assignment? The personnel filling the
jobs fall generally into five categories:
1. first assignment FACs who leave pilot training, attend a fighter lead-in
course, and go directly to TASSs as "qualified fighter pilots".
2.

second assignment fighter pilots (with enough years active duty

commitment remaining to be unable to refuse) filling undesirable ALFA
(Air Liaison, Fac, Air Training Command) assignments.
3. officers deferred for promotion who can either accept the assignment or
separate from the service.
4.

pilots who are dissatisfied with their current aircraft and see an

ALO/FAC tour as a way to move into a new fighter, and WSOs who,
because of the drawdown in F-4s, have no cockpits to go to.
5. genuine volunteers who are interested in seeing the close support system
work to its limits.
Approximately 65% of the FAC/ALOs today fall into the first category, the
first assignment FAC. These are the "by name ALOs" that support the battalion 45
days per year. They meet the "fighter pilot" requirement only by attending an
orientation course flown in AT-38s (a modified trainer) to familiarize them with the
fighter pilot's world. 58
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Approximately 30% of the FAC/ALOs fall into the categories 2 through 5.
Category 2, the second assignment fighter pilot is a sore subject to the Air Force at
this time. Retention is at an all time low for the Air Force and a great number of
pilots leave the service for the airlines. FAC/ALO duty is seen as undesirable and
if the pilot has the option he may opt to separate from the service rather than spend
two non-flying years on an Army post. Category 3 ALOs are those who have been
passed over for promotion, for whatever reason, and are no longer competitive in
the up or out Air Force system. It is perceived that the ALO field has a
disproportionate number of deferred officers compared to other jobs in the Air
Force. Being passed over doesn't mean the officer will be a poor ALO, but his
contributions are more likely to be immediate, rather than long-term. Numbers of
category 4 ALOs are growing rapidly with the drawdown in F-4 cockpits. WSOs,
the rear-seat crewmember in F-4s, are using the ALO field as a holding pattern,
waiting for the follow-on two seat fighter to become operational. Pilots in category
4 can leave an undesirable fighter such as the A-10, F-4G, or F-I 11 and after two
years as an ALO, stand an excellent chance of transitioning into a newer, more
desirable, high performance fighter such as the F-16 or F-15. There are few, if
any, category 5 FAC/ALOs and practically no second tour FAC/ALOs. 59
How does the Air Force solve the problem of finding willing volunteers for
FAC/ALO duties who are genuinely interested in working to improve the system?
The solution lies in a twofold program of education for tactical crewmembers and
genuine interest from senior Air Force leaders.
From the beginning young Air Force officers are indoctrinated overtly and
covertly against seeking jobs associated with the Army. After all, they joined the
Air Force, not the Army. Healthy interservice rivalry is a good thing, but due to a
lack of understanding of the Army and the Army's mission, Air Force pilots usually
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look upon the Army with disdain.

For most young Air Force aviators their

knowledge of the Army is gleaned from television and movies. Is it any wonder
the young pilot would prefer to remain in a fighter cockpit after watching such
movies as "Full Metal Jacket" or "Platoon" that vilify the war on the ground and the
movie "TOP GUN" which glorifies the life of tactical aircrewmembers? An active
program of instruction on the real Army would go a long way towards attracting
volunteers.
Coupled with this program of officer education must be a real and visible
concern from the senior Air Force leaders on close support and the TACS.

Now

the job is seen as merely "two years out of the cockpit, on an Army post, away
from the mainstream of the Air Force". This image must end. Promotions for
aircrewmembers serving as FAC/ALOs must equal or exceed the that of the rest of
the Air Force. When officers perceive their careers to be enhanced by the
FAC/ALO tour and the job is perceived as vital to the interests of the tactical air
force, then more volunteers will appear and a new era of interservice cooperation
will begin.
The ETAC, while not an officer, suffers from similar problems.

Retention

is a key problem to the "275X0" career field. For the ETAC serving on Army posts
is a career, not just a two year assignment like the ALO. When the ETAC joined
the Air Force he probably had no idea his career would be spent not on an Air Force
base, but in the field with the Army.
Currently the figures show a retention rate (a measure of those remaining in
the service past their initial separation date) for 275XOs as about average for the Air
Force. What the figures do not show is the "keep rate", or the numbers of 275XOs
that leave the career field, but remain in the service. Currently a 275X0 can reenlist
with cross training to another career field guaranteed. After all, it takes no "mental
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giant" to see that an airman working in a nice, clean, Air Force office who never
goes to the field with camouflage on his face, earns the same pay as a 275X0 who
practically lives in the field.W
The real retention figures, the career "keep rate", are not good for 275X0s.
The Air Force considers the 275X0 specialty to be a Chronic Critical Career Field
for the grades of Sergeant through Master Sergeant.

The figures speak for

themselves:

Retention Rate

Career KeeP Rate

1st term reenlistment

65%

51%

2nd

"

83%

73%

3rd

".

100%

74%

of
..
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The solution to the 275X0 career retention problem is a bit more straight
forward.

First a recruiting program needs to be aimed at finding motivated,

aggressive, responsible enlisted men (the same qualities desired by all other career
fields). With proper emnhasis from senior Air Force leaders this recruiting
program could be successful.

Next, the 275X0 needs to be given more

responsibility--the ETAC program is a terrific step in the right direction. Lastly
there is the issue of bonus or specialty pay. It is perceived by the 275X0
community that Combat Control Teams (a Military Airlift Command asset that
routinely works with Army units) do similar or less demanding tasks, yet receive
more pay in the form of bonuses. A similar bonus rewarding a demanding Air
Force career should be considered for 275X0s.
A last option that must not be overlooked is that of giving the 275X0 career
field to the Army. This would do away with the need for specialty pay, the
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problem of keep rates, and the need for selective recruiting. By creating a separate
military occupational specialty (MOS) that is identical to that of the existing Air
Force 275X0, the Army would guarantee itself on the spot, dedicated close air
support specialists. This would serve also to free up enlisted manpower assets for
the Air Force and reduce the need for rated GFACs.

SUMMARY

Today our TACPs are more versatile, responsive, and better trained than
ever before. Emphasis placed on the TACP from the highest Air Force and Army
levels has sparked the much needed changes to upgrade the system to support the
AirLand Battle Doctrine agreed upon by both services. However these changes do
not solve the underlying problems of the TACP. Problems still exist in the
physical, cybernetic, and moral domains of battle.
The problems that exist, however, can all be solved, over time, by a
genuinely concerned and dedicated senior level leadership. Creative solutions to
problems should not be discarded because of interservice rivalry or perceived "turf
problems". By dedicating resources and starting now on a long-term program of
cross service education, the Tactical Air Control System, and its terminal air strike
control, can be much improved.
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CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the Tactical Air Control Party and its personnel:
the ALO, GFAC, AFAC, ETAC, and 275X0. The system as it exists, today is as
responsive and flexible as at any time in our military history. This is not to say
there is not room for improvement, however.
In WW II each major theater of war and each major participant created its
own system of close air support and terminal strike control. The Germans fought
the war with a system begun in the Spanish Civil War and refined through the
Blitzkrieg. The Soviets used a similar system during WW II. The Allies finally
settled on a system of terminal strike control copied from the British and Australian
Army. The ultimate terminal strike control came in the form of Rover Joe, Armored
Column Cover, and Horsefly. During the allied pursuit across Europe these
forward controllers revolutionized close air support.
The US, after WW II, forgot some of the major lessons learned and was
caught unprepared at the outbreak of the Korean War. Horsefly FACs were
reinvented and nicknamed the Mosquito FAC; these AFACs were a major
contributor to the USAF CAS effort in Korea. The GFACs in Korea did not
receive such praise, through no fault of their own.

Before the outbreak of

hostilities the TACS and TACPs were underfunded and ill equipped. The GFACs
were stretched too thin across the frontage of the Army and were hampered by old,
fragile equipment.

When compared to the Marine system of CAS the USAF

system took only second place.
Following the Korean War the US retreated under the umbrella of Massive
Retaliation and once again the tactical forces suffered severe budget constraints.
The Mosquito FAC was, like the Horsefly FAC before him, disbanded at the end of
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hostilities and doctrinally forgotten. The TACS was not forgotten, however, and

steps were made to improve the command and control system that had been so
cumbersome in Korea. Despite the changes made to the TACP, the USAF was illprepared to support the Army in Vietnam.
In Vietnam the Air Force once again had to reinvent the AFAC, this time
borrowing observation aircraft from the Army. Under the dense triple canopy the
GFAC was useful only for coordinating with the AFAC who then directed the
supporting fighters where to drop their ordnance. It was determined that the A-1E
Skyraider, an aircraft borrowed from the Navy, was the best for close close
support.

The Air Force was criticized by the congress for being unprepared to

support the Army in this type of war.
As a result of increased interest from the Chiefs of Staff of the Army and
Air Force, changes were made to the system of terminal strike control that so far
had been found wanting at the outbreak of every major hostility. These changes
were needed, but were only superficial. The underlying problems with terminal
strike control were not solved.
Today Air Force pilots and WSOs still do not want to become FACs or
ALOs. The majority of those who go have no choice in the matter, being new to
the service and therefor taking whatever assignments are given them. Those who
do voluntarily go to the ALO/FAC world generally go because there is no other
place to go, in the case of the F-4 WSO, or because they see the two year
ALO/FAC tour as a way out of a disagreeable assignment or aircraft. Among those
who do serve a tour as a FAC/ALO there is seldom a second tour in the TACS
during their careers.
Enlisted terminal strike controllers are a major improvement to the system.
These individuals stay with their battalion full time, unlike the "by name ALO" who
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spends approximately 45 days per year with his unit. Too, the ETAC and the
uncertified "ROMADs" who make up the TACP are in the field for a career, not just
one two-year tour out of a pilot's career. Unfortunately the 275X0 career field is
only just now receiving the attention it deserves in the form of ETAC responsibility.
The solutions to these recurring problems is rooted in genuine senior level
commitment to change the system. An educational process must be instituted to
help break down the parochial interservice barriers. The educational process must
start early for Air Force officers and remain as part of an ongoing program
throughout their careers. The FAC/ALO tour needs to become a career enhancing
step for a career, not merely a two year layoff out of the mainstream of the Air
Force. The true professionals in the field, the ROMADs, need to be rewarded for
the work they do. Bonuses, increased responsibility, and enhanced promotion
potential are all needed in the 275X0 career field.
Another, less popular, option is open. Surrender those jobs that do not
absolutely need to be filled by a rated Air Force officer to the Army. Creating a
TASC career field in the Army and dedicating assets for training the Army
controllers should be looked at as alternatives for optimizing the terminal strike
control process.
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